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pursuit of pleasure
blackcrows propagates a sensory 
exploration of the joy of life.

blackcrows pursues a heightened 
sensory journey into ski culture and 
the constant pursuit of pleasure,
from physical sensation to state
 of mind, on and off the mountain,
all year round.

blackcrows is an expression of self 
and an exploration of hedonistic 
satisfaction - this is how we 
embrace our community.

Today blackcrows is strengthening 
and diversifying its community 
in every sense of the word and 
we want to preserve the unique 
authenticity of this brand as we 
build our way towards a more 
sustainable society and a world
we want to be responsible.
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hardgoods
"The phoenix is a crow.
Every year we start again, and yet 
every winter seems like the dawn
of a new life. Or let's say a new, 
exciting adventure. And its twilight.

This is the story of a new season 
of blackcrows skis, designed and 
tested in Chamonix. 

If you are reading these lines, you 
know. Because every skier knows, 
a winter is a life, a life of play without 
video, of unlimited credits if you 
go for them, a life of surprises and 
expectations, and a life of pleasure 
when a day or even just a ski turn, 
becomes: magic.

Our collection of ski equipment is 
like this, with imponderables, with 
the unavoidable, with things that are 
found like mountains, serene in their 
immutability, and new stories that 
come to hang on them, like clouds, 
like storms, for joy.

Blackcrows free skiing is articulated 
around 4 categories: Big Mountain, 
All-Terrain, Piste and Touring. 

This line of conduct guides our 
skiing and imposes 4 invariable 
criteria on our ranges: all terrain, 
all snow, ease, efficiency.

For this new season, new 
products are arriving in almost 
all our segments.

In the all mountain category, 
the update of the captis (and its 
female counterpart the captis birdie) 
crowns six years in the range for 
this accessible ski, easy to steer 
and able to adopt all styles. A new 
version that is both more incisive 
and more playful, more grippy 
and still as sensual, to enjoy 
winter in all conditions. 

In big mountain, the atris, iconic 
and unavoidable model of the 
freeride ski à la blackcrows 
and its feminine counterpart atris 
birdie both get a face lift. This 
is the third version of this very 
popular, high-performance wide 
ski, which appeared in the range 
in 2014 and plays its part in the 
same tone as the anima,

but thinner and more manageable 
for all types of snow.

In the piste range, the orb returns 
with two new small sizes, for this 
popular, lively and accessible ski, with 
a long radius, progressive front rocker 
and early rise. It remains surrounded 
by the mirus cor and serpo which 
arrived last season and which have 
already proved their worth, at least 
in the open resorts of Europe and 
especially the Americas. 

Among the hikers, the camox freebird 
and ova freebird are filling up. Our most 
playful and tolerant "95 on skate"
is becoming less stiff underfoot,
with a balanced twist and a serene 
spirit, ready for anything. The ova 
freebird, the rando counterpart of the 
vertis, has been updated to make it 
more dynamic, with a new core that 
makes it more aggressive without 
losing popularity.

So enjoy the flight, the skiing 
adventure is ahead of you.



big mountain
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Our best pairings for skiing the big and 
beautiful slope, like Greek gods of the 
summits, surrounded by white, rocks, 
mocking and benevolent birds,
and the silence that befits concentration.
In wanting to ski beautiful lines,
to jump sometimes big bars, to live
a vertical and wild life, we sometimes 
forget the sense of reality. Or is it 
enough to invent one to transcend it? 

Our collection of wide, often playful 
and powerful skis is aimed at skiers in 
search of unique sensations and space. 
Some models are more specific to big 
powder and some to firmer snow, but 
all are there to fly over and sublimate 
the elements with the skier. Blackcrows 
skiing in the broadest sense.



new: 
atris et atris birdie  
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This is the third edition of this iconic 
blackcrows ski that first appeared in 
2014. For this new 2022 version, here 
it is very slightly refined, to gain even 
more accessibility and versatility.
It is truly the everyday big mountain 
ski, for skiers who like it when it 
excels in powder but who want 
impeccable behaviour in all conditions. 
The vocals have been revised and will 
distinguish it from its predecessors 
for the discerning eye, but the 
essential is inside, for a ski that 
achieves its objectives and delights 
the heart of the most demanding.
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nocta

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: paulownia-poplar-paulownia / fiberglass

description :

Floating associated with maneuverability,
the nocta is the ultimate toy for big conditions. 
The combination of high lift, reverse camber and 
tight rib lines allow the nocta to combine natural 
ease in powder, good edge stability and great 
maneuverability. Amazing in more ways than one. 
Do you like to surf? Then it’s the nocta.

the nitty-gritty:

high floatation: 122mm at the waist 
reverse camber: easy to pivot and curves in carving 
straight sidecut: long curve radius,
high speed stability
flex: intermediate throughout the length
of the ski, performance and forgiveness
mounting point: -6cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

185.5 
tip: 14.0 cm
waist : 12.2 cm
tail: 13.2 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 4000g/pair

190.6
tip: 14.0 cm
waist : 12.2 cm
tail: 13.4 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 4150g/pair

177.6
tip: 13.9 cm
waist : 12.2 cm
tail: 13.2 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3850g/pair
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anima

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass 
added material: carbon / kevlar tape

description :

The anima is a big mountain ski that combines 
power and maneuverability. It is a machine that 
easily enters curves, is very playful, performs well 
on hard snow for its size and is very stable at 
high speeds. The Anima is a ski that embraces 
the creativity of the skier (big lines, jumps, quick 
pivots, switch) and always keeps you on your toes. 
It’s an animal and it’s the ski of the Freeride World 
Champion Kristofer Turdell.

the nitty-gritty:

high floatation: 115mm at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic short camber: classic camber
underfoot with short ski/snow contact,
more maneuverability
long sidecut: long curve radius,
high speed stability, good grip
progressive and consistent tip floatation:
easy to get off the ground 
very progressive flex in the tip and tail,
but firmer at the ski/snow contact points:
good deformation in soft snow
and efficient on hard snow
mounting point: -6cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

182.1 
tip: 14.5 cm
waist : 11.5 cm
tail: 13.5 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 4500g/pair

189.2
tip: 14.7 cm
waist : 11.5 cm
tail: 13.6 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 4750g/pair

194.4
tip: 14.8 cm
waist : 11.5 cm
tail: 13.7 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 4900g/pair

176.6
tip: 14.4 cm
waist : 11.5 cm
tail: 13.4 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 4200g/pair
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corvus

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass 
added material: double titanal plate

description :

A historical model of blackcrows, the corvus 
remains the guardian of the temple with its alpine 
soul associated with a reverse camber. Intended 
for the purest freeride, the corvus version 2022 
combines a very good pivot thanks to its original 
profile and a very strong grip on hard terrain 
thanks to the flat portion under the foot and its 
double titanal plate. The ski is both powerful 
and well anchored to the ground. Warrior by 
nature, it enjoys this balance of forces for ultimate 
confidence on all types of terrain.

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 107mm at the waist
reverse camber and flat surface in the middle 
of the ski: lots of pivot and very powerful grip 
double titanal plate: stability and precision 
21 meter radius: attacking soul
solid flex under the foot then progressive
in the tip and tail: comfort and efficiency
mounting point: -8cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

183.4 
tip: 13.7 cm
waist : 10.7 cm
tail: 12.6 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3900g/pair

189.2
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.7 cm
tail: 12.7 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 4300g/pair

194.4
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.7 cm
tail: 12.8 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 4400g/pair

176.1
tip: 13.4 cm
waist : 10.7 cm
tail: 12.5 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3700g/pair
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atris

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass 

description :

This is the third edition of this iconic blackcrows 
ski that first appeared in 2014. For this new 2022 
version, it is slightly refined, to gain even more 
accessibility and versatility. It is truly the everyday 
big mountain ski, for skiers who like powder but 
who want impeccable behaviour in all conditions. 
The lines have been revised and will distinguish 
it from its predecessors for the discerning eye, 
but the essential is inside, for a ski that achieves 
its objectives and delights the heart of the most 
demanding.

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 105mm at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber 
underfoot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and handling
slightly straight sidecut (20m radius): more 
stability at high speed, better balance between 
firmness and manoeuvrability
progressive tip floatation: great consistency
in turns, easy to get off the ground
firm and constant flex: very stable ski
mounting point: -8 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

178.4 
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.2 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3900g/pair

184.3
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.2 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3950g/pair

190.2
tip: 14.0 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.3 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 4300g/pair

172.1
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.2 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3600g/pair

new 
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solis

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: paulownia / poplar
added material: titanal plate under the binding; 
glass/carbon fiber
feature: minimalist seal skin attachment at the front

description :

The ski dedicated to the demands of steep slopes. 
The result of long development in the field, the 
solis combines a homogeneous flex throughout 
the ski, a fairly firm tip and tail and a long radius in 
the tip lift. This combination provides an exclusive 
pivot, avoids oversteering in steep passages and 
provides a secure heel when the pack is heavily 
loaded. The solis also benefits from a reinforced 
edge and a very good grip thanks to a titanal plate 
under the foot. Voluntarily ultra specific, the solis 
is the ski for verticality lovers.

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 100mm at the waist
progressive and simple front rocker:
to avoid oversteering
long radius: very good grip on hard snow
and specific to steep skiing
progressive tail and light rear rocker: secures 
the rear supports and facilitates the setting in pivot
classic light camber: balance between
stability and maneuverability
long and homogeneous flex: to avoid oversteering
mounting point: -9 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

180.0
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 10.0 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 25 m
weight: 3900g/pair

173.3
tip: 12.5 cm
waist : 10.0 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 25 m
weight: 3450g/pair



mountain touring
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Climb higher, descend harder, caress 
the snow or rough it, our most 
lightly efficient touring gear, with an 
airy, aristocratic spirit that doesn't 
scorn sweat. These are the freebird 
blackcrows, designed for the great 
space of freedom that is skiing in the 
mountains on your own.

Skiing the mountain in all lightness, 
in all confidence, but above all with 
the mindset that our touring skis are 
designed to ski beautifully, even in the 
sometimes nasty snow. Climbing 
is just a path, tracking is not an option 
and skiing for adventure and freedom 
is what drives us.
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new: 
camox freebird

This unbeatable all-terrain mid-fat 
is known for its forgiveness and 
playfulness. Its progressive flex 
makes it a great ski for progression, 
supporting its freestyle-derived 
playful DNA. Its long effective edge 
gives it good stability and a big grip 
at high speed. Creativity for all 
on all types of terrain.
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new: 
ova freebird

After 9 years in the range and for its 
third update, the ova freebird has been 
largely revamped. It is a ski with
a noticeably sportier flex, very lively, but 
still very accessible and easy-going. 
The objective of lightness does not 
impose any constraints on its downhill 
behaviour, which must be comfortable 
and exemplary, and its new core 
makes it a beautiful beast of power, 
which gains in aggressiveness without 
losing in popularity.
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ferox freebird

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap and  cap in tip area
for weight saving, lightness and handling
ABS sidewalls except on tip
lightweight core: paulownia - isocore -
poplar / fiberglass
added material: 3D carbon construction designed 
in an H shape, hollowed out in the middle to save 
weight + 2 poplar stripes under the bindings for 
reinforcement

description :

The Ferox Freebird was born out of the need to 
offer a double-rockered, powder-oriented touring 
ski that remains efficient on the edge.
The objective is therefore powder and the 
sensation of floating on natural snow, but the 
soul remains alpine to adapt to all conditions 
encountered in touring. With a twin-tip and
a double rocker, it is a ski that offers a very good 
feeling in powder with its immediate lift and pivot, 
but which keeps a good base on hard snow 
thanks to its progressive sidecut.

the nitty-gritty:

high floatation: 107mm at the waist
double rocker: immediate pivot 
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact
for a perfect balance between stability and handling
long sidecut: long curve radius (21m),
high speed stability
progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
mounting point: -8cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

176.7
tip: 13.5 cm
waist : 11.0 cm
tail: 12.6 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3450g/pair

170.1
tip: 13.5 cm
waist : 11.0 cm
tail: 12.6 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3400g/pair

181.4
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 11.0 cm
tail: 12.6 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3600g/pair

186.2
tip: 13.7 cm
waist : 11.0 cm
tail: 12.7 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3800g/pair
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corvus freebird

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar
added material: titanal reinforcement under
the bindings / mix of glass and carbon fibers

description :

The choice of the true wide touring skiers, the 
corvus freebird benefits from a slight rocker rise
in the tip, a dynamic tail and long sidecut.
The result is an aggressive and very precise 
ride on the entry and exit of the curve for a ski 
full of tone. It is also equipped with a titanium 
plate under the foot to adapt to the new hybrid 
bindings. Life is always in the pink.

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 109mm at the waist
progressive front rocker and slightly contoured 
sidecut: great stability in carving 
classic long camber: classic camber
under the foot with extended ski/snow
contact for alpine style cornering 
progressive tail: secures support
and facilitates pivoting 
titanal plate under the foot adapted
to the new hybrid bindings
mounting points: -10cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

176.0
tip: 13.9 cm
waist : 10.7 cm
tail: 11.9 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3650g/pair

183.4
tip: 14.0 cm
waist : 10.7 cm
tail: 11.9 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3750g/pair

188.2
tip: 14.2 cm
waist : 10.7 cm
tail: 12.0 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 4150g/pair
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navis freebird

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap and cap in tip area
for weight saving, lightness and handling
ABS sidewalls except on tip
core: paulownia - poplar - paulownia / mixed 
carbon & fiberglass
added material: fiber reinforcement and titanal 
plate under the bindings

description :

One of blackcrows iconic adventure skis,
the navis is a 102mm dedicated to all types
of terrain. With its balance of lift and skiability, 
alpine ride and progressive front rocker,
the navis freebird is built for both long distance 
and everyday quests. Last season’s upgrades 
have increased its versatility, providing a perfect 
balance between skiability and lightness.

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 102mm at the waist
progressive front rocker and flared tip:
great stability in carving
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
progressive tail: secures support
and facilitates pivoting
titanal reinforcement under the bindings: 
reinforcement of the binding assembly
mounting point: -9cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

173.4
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.2 cm
tail: 11.8 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3250g/pair

167.1
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 10.2 cm
tail: 11.6 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3100g/pair

179.1
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.2 cm
tail: 11.9 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3400g/pair

185.8
tip: 13.9 cm
waist : 10.2 cm
tail: 12.0 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3550g/pair
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camox freebird

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap and cap in tip area 
for weight saving, lightness and handling
ABS sidewalls except on tip
core: paulownia / mixed carbon & glass fiber
added material: titanal reinforcement under 
the bindings (possibility to mount salomon shift / 
marker kingpin)

description :

A brand new version of the famous camox 
freebird, this is a ski that is gradually softened 
underfoot, with a balanced torsion and a serene 
spirit ready for anything. It is a ski for those
who want to have fun in all conditions,
and which offers a pleasant grip at the service
of a benevolent rhythm. Tolerant and light, 
voluntary and progressive, the camox freebird 
accompanies all skiers towards a snowier
and more balanced world.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 95mm at the waist
progressive front rocker and light rear rocker: 
pivot control, maneuverability, floatation off
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and manoeuvrability
progressive tail: secures support
and facilitates pivoting
intermediate flex along the entire
length of the ski: performance and forgiveness
mounting point: -9cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

164.3
tip: 13.4 cm
waist : 9.5 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2700g/pair

157.1
tip: 13.2 cm
waist : 9.5 cm
tail: 11.1 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2550g/pair

171.1
tip: 13.4 cm
waist : 9.5 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2850g/pair

178.4
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 9.5 cm
tail: 11.4 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2950g/pair

new 

188.2 
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 9.5 cm
tail: 11.6 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3300g/pair

183.4 
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 9.5 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3100g/pair
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orb freebird

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap and cap in tip area 
for weight saving, lightness and handling
ABS sidewalls except on tip
core: paulownia / mixed carbon & fiberglass 
added material: titanal reinforcement under 
the bindings
possibility to mount salomon shift /
marker kingpin

description :

Dressed in its famous one-piece fluorescent 
yellow, the orb freebird is a reference in ski 
touring. Designed with a fine and progressive 
rocker lift that gives it a strong base and a very 
secure grip, it is the perfect companion for vertical 
odysseys. Cut for the mountain with a 90mm 
waist width, light and with a very good skiability,
it is the accomplice of all the adventures, including 
the most radical. For the smaller riders,
a new small size (155cm) is here this year.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90mm at the waist
front rocker: pivot and floatation
classic camber: balance between stability
and manoeuvrability
intermediate flex along the entire length
of the ski: performance and forgiveness
titanal plate under the foot to adapt
to the new hybrid bindings
mounting point: -10 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

161.3
tip: 12.3 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 2500g/pair

155.2
tip: 12.5 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 16 m

167.2
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 2650g/pair

173.1
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.1 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 2700g/pair

184.1 
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3000g/pair

179.3 
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 2800g/pair
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ova freebird

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap and cap in tip area
for weight savings, lightness and handling
ABS sidewalls except on tip
core: paulownia / mixed carbon & fiberglass
added material: titanal reinforcement
under the bindings

description :

After nine years in the range and on its third 
update, the ova freebird has been largely 
revamped again. It is a ski with a noticeably 
sportier flex, very lively, but still very accessible 
and easy-going. The objective of lightness does 
not impose any constraints on its downhill 
behaviour, which must be comfortable and 
exemplary, and its new core makes it a beautiful 
beast of power, which gains in aggressiveness 
without losing its popularity.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 85mm at the waist
front rocker: pivot and floatation
classic camber: balance between stability 
and manoeuvrability
titanal reinforcement under the bindings: 
reinforcement of the binding assembly
intermediate flex along the entire length
of the ski: performance and forgiveness
mounting point: -10 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

163.5
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.2 cm
radius : 17 m

156.1
tip: 11.7 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.0 cm
radius : 17 m

170.3
tip: 12.3 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.7 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2250g/pair

176.1
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2400g/pair

182.3
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 17 m

new 
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mentis freebird

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap and cap in tip area
for weight savings, lightness and handling
ABS sidewalls except on tip
core: paulownia
added materials: titanal reinforcement under
the bindings; mixed glass/carbon fibers

description :

A ski born from the desire to develop a thin,
high-performance and very light machine, but 
with the aim of achieving very high skiability 
for this type of range. A width of 80mm gives it 
comfort and assurance, while maintining a light 
weight. The mentis is all about technology for 
great comfort in soft snow and precise handling
in rough terrain. When you’re on top very quickly,
you can look down with delight. The possibilities 
of the mentis know no bounds. 

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 80mm at the waist
front rocker: pivot and floatation
classic long camber: classic camber
under the foot with extended ski/snow
contact for alpine style cornering 
titanal reinforcement under the bindings: 
reinforcement of the binding assembly 
intermediate flex along the entire length
of the ski: performance and forgiveness
mounting point: -9.5 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

164.3
tip: 10.9 cm
waist : 8.0 cm
tail: 10.0 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 1950g/pair

157.1
tip: 10.9 cm
waist : 8.0 cm
tail: 10.0 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 1800g/pair

171.0
tip: 11.0 cm
waist : 8.0 cm
tail: 10.0 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 2000g/pair

178.2
tip: 11.1 cm
waist : 8.0 cm
tail: 10.1 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 2150g/pair
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pilus
The pilus skin has the particularity 
of having a thin membrane that 
protects and seals the glue. 
Strong and durable, very practical 
and unaffected by temperature 
variations, the pilus is the ideal partner 
to climb serenely towards bliss. 
The super light membrane is light, 
very resistant and 100% waterproof. 
Hybrid composition (mohair / nylon) 
for an excellent ratio of hold when 
climbing and glide when descending. 



skins
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pilus super light

pre-cut model sizes: 

101261 ferox freebird (170/176/181/186)
101262 corvus freebird (176/183/188)
101263 navis freebird (167/173/179/185)
101709 camox freebird 
(157/164/171/178/183/188)
101268 solis (173/180)
101270 trim-to-fit: 135mm x 185cm
101271 trim-to-fit: 120mm x 185cm

description:

The pilus skin has the particularity of having a 
thin membrane that protects and seals the glue. 
Strong and durable, very practical and unaffected 
by temperature variations, the pilus is the ideal 
partner to climb serenely towards bliss. The super 
light membrane is light, very resistant and 100% 
waterproof. Hybrid composition (mohair / nylon) 
for an excellent ratio of grip when climbing
and glide when descending. 
Water repellent material (fluorine free): reduction 
of chemical components which does not alter 
performance but reduces the ecological impact. 

the nitty-gritty:

plush material: 70% mohair, 30% nylon
hydrophobic treatment without PFC  
super light membrane
effective and durable glue



skins
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pilus ultra light

pre-cut model sizes: 

101496 mentis freebird (157/164/171/178)
101265 orb freebird (155/161/167/173/179/184)
101710 ova freebird (156/163/170/176/182)

description:

The pilus skin has the particularity of having a 
thin membrane that protects and seals the glue. 
Strong and durable, very practical and unaffected 
by temperature variations, the pilus is the ideal 
partner to climb serenely towards bliss. The ultra 
light membrane is even lighter, very resistant and 
100% waterproof. Hybrid composition (mohair / 
nylon) for an excellent ratio of grip when climbing 
and glide when descending. 
Water repellent material (fluorine free): reduction 
of chemical components which does not alter 
performance but reduces the ecological impact. 

the nitty-gritty:

plush material: 70% mohair, 30% nylon
hydrophobic treatment without PFC  
ultra light membrane, glide treatment
effective and durable glue
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Skiing in all types of snow, not being 
content with a single state of the 
snowflake, taking advantage of the 
conditions as they come. This All 
Terrain collection is for the most 
versatile of skiers.

Because a day in the mountains is not 
limited to one activity, our All Terrain 
collection is polymorphous, always 
fun, above all effective, and never 
monotonous. Colours and shapes 
specific to blackcrows, for skiers who 
do not neglect sensations, nor a certain 
appetite for curves on all surfaces and no 
longer for movements, aerial for some. 
Technical, playful, skis for all conditions, 
but not just any sauce. 
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new: 
captis et captis birdie

This is a brand new version of the 
popular blackcrows ski, accessible 
and more sensual than consensual. 
Its freestyle heritage and reasonable 
but consistent width make it an all-
terrain ski that holds its edge well for 
carvers, and is easy to steer to suit 
all styles. This new version is more 
incisive but also more playful, with 
a ski that is more grippy but still easy 
to handle, a pleasure to enjoy all
winter in all conditions. 



description :

An all-terrain ski designed for the wildest curves, 
the justis has enough width to charge over crud, 
a double titanal plate for a committed ride and a 
good dose of rocker for supple steering. A ski for 
those who are primarily in the ski area and who 
want a machine with a lot of power to take them 
further.

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 100mm at the waist
progressive rocker in the front
and light rocker in the back:
pivot control, manoeuvrability, floatation
classic camber: balance between stability
and handling
radius: 21 meters for an attacking soul
flex: energetic with double titanal H-plates
for a better response
mounting point: -8 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

all terrain
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177.4
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.0 cm
tail: 12.3 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 4000g/pair

183.1
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.0 cm
tail: 12.3 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 4300g/pair

171.3
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 10.0 cm
tail: 12.1 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3850g/pair

justis

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap 
ABS sidewalls all around 
core: poplar / fiberglass
added material: double titanal H-plate
and aluminium tail insert

189.3 
tip: 13.9 cm
waist : 10.0 cm
tail: 12.3 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 4450g/pair



description :

This unbeatable all-terrain toy is known for its 
forgiveness and playfulness. Its progressive flex 
makes it a great ski for progression, supporting 
its freestyle-derived playful DNA. Its long effective 
edge gives it good stability and a big grip at high 
speed. Creativity for all on every type of terrain.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 97mm at the waist 
double rocker: great handling, control, pivot 
slightly straight sidecut (20m radius): stability 
at high speed, balance between firmness and 
maneuverability
classic medium camber: classic camber 
underfoot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and maneuverability 
progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

all terrain
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174.2
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.7 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3450g/pair

180.4
tip: 13.0 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.8 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3650g/pair

168.1
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.6 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3400g/pair

camox

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap step-down
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

186.5 
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.9 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 4000g/pair



description :

The Serpo is a young and lively ski in the range
for curving on the piste and poking a bit off-piste. 
With 93mm at the base, it is a good carver,
it is there to really play with the terrain with its 
tolerant flex but it also has positive response 
thanks to its metal layer for grip and stability.
For all that, its performance does not erase
the ease and pleasure of the game.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 93mm at the waist 
progressive front rocker and light rear rocker: 
pivot control, manoeuvrability, floatation
classic camber: balance between stability
and handling 
radius: 20 meters for an attacking soul
flex: energetic with double titanal plate
underfoot for a better response
mounting point: -8 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

all terrain
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174.1
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3500g/pair

180.1
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3650g/pair

168.2
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3450g/pair

serpo

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar/fiberglass
material: double titanal plate under the foot

186.3
tip: 13.2 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 4000g/pair
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captis

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

This is a brand new version of the popular 
blackcrows ski, accessible and more sensual 
than before. Its freestyle heritage and reasonable 
width make it an all-terrain ski that holds its edge 
well for carvers, and is easy to steer to suit all 
styles. This new version is more incisive but also 
more playful,  a pleasure to enjoy all winter in all 
conditions.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90mm at the waist 
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, 
pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact for
a perfect balance between stability and handling 
Tight sidecut and 18 meter radius: good cornering. 
The action is easy and fast. The ski turns fairly short.
tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

new 

178.4 
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.4 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3500g/pair

184.3
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3850g/pair

172.1
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 18 m
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captis birdie

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

This is a brand new version of the popular 
blackcrows ski, accessible and more sensual than 
before. Its freestyle heritage and reasonable but 
consistent width make it an all-terrain ski that 
holds its edge well for carvers, and is easy to 
steer to suit all styles. This new version is more 
incisive but also more playful, with a ski that is 
grippier but still easy to handle, a pleasure to 
enjoy all winter in all conditions. 

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90mm at the waist 
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact for
a perfect balance between stability and handling 
tight sidecut and 18 meter radius: good 
cornering. The action is easy and fast.
tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications:

160.1
tip: 12.5 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 17 m

154.4
tip: 12.3 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 17 m

166.2
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3250g/pair

172.1
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 18 m

new 



resort
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The beauty of the gesture and the 
precision of the curve are not the 
prerogative of the powder. Blackcrows 
also anchors its roots as well as its 
turns in this space of the freshly 
groomed, graphic and mechanised 
slope. 

Our Resort collection is aimed at 
grooming aesthetes, lovers of carved 
curves and hedonistic travellers from 
one end of the great ski areas to the 
other. Precise skis for the search for 
performance on perfect slopes and 
snow stadiums, or more accessible 
skis to enjoy the landscapes with no 
ulterior motives other than sliding on 
the snow. A rare and simple pleasure, 
which is intensely shared, even when 
you are alone.



168.3
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 8.7 cm
tail: 12.1 cm
radius : 13 m
weight: 3450g/pair

description :

The Mirus Cor is a ski object born of performance 
and design, to achieve an alliance between two 
worlds: freestyle and the most angular carves of 
the moment. Built with a long rocker tip and tail, it 
can be skied short to play with piste and the side 
stashes of the piste.  It is carving in a blackcrows 
approach and freestyle all terrain. Accessible, 
solid and creative in every sense.

COR 
The Cor blackcrows acronym is found on 
products that seek to disrupt the practice and 
innovate to push the creativity on the ground. And 
on all terrains.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 87mm at the waist
very short radius (13m): super reactivity
double rocker with fish tail:
great handling, control, pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact: 
balance between stability and handling 
mono titanal plate in the middle of the ski: 
bounce and tone, but also weight savings
energetic flex with a very good grip all along 
the ski: high performance ski but very playful
mounting point: -3.5 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

resort
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173.2 
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 8.7 cm
tail: 12.2 cm
radius : 13 m
weight: 3550g/pair

178.0
tip: 13.4 cm
waist : 8.7 cm
tail: 12.3 cm
radius : 13 m
weight: 3600g/pair

mirus cor

technical specifications:

construction: semi cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass
material: titanal single plate

184.2 
tip: 13.5 cm
waist : 8.7 cm
tail: 12.5 cm
radius : 13 m
weight: 3850g/pair



description :

The orb has been successful because of its 
liveliness and accessibility and it is back with
the two new smaller sizes added last season.
This version of the orb has a longer radius,
a progressive front rocker and an early rise.
An energetic ski with rebound that likes to go fast, 
these assets give the ski a strong grip thanks to 
its edge length and good behaviour in soft snow 
with its progressive flex. Its H shaped double 
titanal plate gives the Orb its own unique base. 
The plate concentrates the energy of the titanal 
on the edges and allows the ski to be airy while 
remaining well grounded. A beast of the piste
and edge of the piste.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 88mm at the waist
Front rocker: pivot and floatation
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style turn handling 
double titanal H shape plate along the ski: 
bounce and tone, but also weight savings
energetic flex with very good grip along
the entire length: a high-performance
yet manoeuvrable ski
Early-rise tail rocker
mounting point: -10 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

resort
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164.4 
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.8 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3250g/pair

174.3 
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.8 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3300g/pair

184.6 
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 8.8 cm
tail: 11.1 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3650g/pair

169.2
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.8 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3200g/pair

159.1
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.8 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3000g/pair

179.1 
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.8 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 21 m
weight: 3550g/pair

orb

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass
added material: double titanal H-plate + 
aluminium tail insert



description :

Dynamic and playful, the Vertis is a short radius 
ski (15 metres) designed for vitality. With its 85mm 
width underfoot, it benefits from very fast edge-
to-edge transition which accentuates the pleasure 
of carving. Both accessible and powerful thanks 
to its intermediate flex, the Vertis is the ultimate 
blackcrows piste ski.

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 85mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
short radius (15m) and narrow waist (85mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from edge to edge, 
short cut driving, sporty and playful flex,
front rocker & early-rise tail
mounting point: -8cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
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175.4 
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.1 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3350g/pair

180.8
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3450g/pair

170.3
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3200g/pair

vertis

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap 
ABS sidewalls all around
core: Poplar / fiberglass

available in two versions: flat (ref: 101354)
or pre-mounted with Salomon E M12 gripwalk 
bindings (ref: 101384)



description :

Designed for ski areas with a penchant for 
smooth surfaces that call for trajectory, the Divus 
has the same technical characteristics as the 
orb, but with a narrower width (82 mm), a shorter 
radius (17 metres) and a slightly reduced rocker for 
a dynamic and smooth ride. As with the orb, the 
base of the ski is reinforced by a H shaped double 
titanal plate which concentrates the energy of the 
titanal and allows the ski to be energetic while 
being well placed on the ground. Hot in front, hot!

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 82mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
short radius (17m) and narrow waist (82mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from edge to edge
energetic flex with very good grip
along its entire length: a high-performance
yet manoeuvrable ski
mounting point: -9 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
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172.1 
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 3250g/pair

182.4 
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3500g/pair

177.3
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3400g/pair

167.2
tip: 12.2 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.7 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 3150g/pair

divus

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass
added material: double titanal H-plate + 
aluminium tail insert



birdie
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The feminine side of blackcrows,
birdie is the blackcrows DNA for women. 
Same shape, same intention, same 
definition, same purpose: skiing.
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anima birdie

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap 
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass 
added material: carbon / kevlar tape

description :

Beyond its shimmering colours, the anima birdie 
is a ski dedicated to big mountain skiing that 
combines confidence and maneuverability. It is 
very playful, performs well on hard snow for its 
size, and is very stable at high speeds. The anima 
follows the creativity of the skier and always stays 
under her foot. Let it go!

the nitty-gritty:

high floatation: 115mm at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic short camber: classic camber underfoot 
with short ski/snow contact,
more maneuverability
long sidecut: long curve radius,
high speed stability, good grip
progressive and consistent tip floatation: 
easy to get off the ground 
very progressive flex in the tip and tail,
but firmer at the ski/snow contact points:
good deformation in soft snow and
efficient on hard snow
mounting point: -6cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

182.1
tip: 14.5 cm
waist : 11.5 cm
tail: 13.5 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 4500g/pair

176.6
tip: 14.4 cm
waist : 11.5 cm
tail: 13.4 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 4300g/pair
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atris birdie

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap  
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

This is the third edition of this iconic blackcrows 
ski that first appeared in 2014. For this new 
2022 version, it is slightly refined, to gain even 
more accessibility and versatility. It is truly the 
everyday big mountain ski, for women skiers 
who like it when it excels in powder but who 
want impeccable behaviour in all conditions. 
The lineshave been revised and will distinguish 
it from its ancestors for the discerning eye, but 
the essential is inside, for a ski that achieves its 
objectives and delights the heart of the most 
demanding.

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 105mm at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber 
underfoot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and handling
slightly straight sidecut (20m radius): more 
stability at high speed, better balance between 
firmness and manoeuvrability
progressive tip floatation: great consistency
in turns, easy to get off the ground
firm and constant flex: very stable ski
mounting point: -8 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

166.3
tip: 13.5 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.2 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3350g/pair

160.2
tip: 13.4 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.0 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3250g/pair

new 

172.1
tip: 13.6 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.2 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3600g/pair

178.4
tip: 13.8 cm
waist : 10.5 cm
tail: 12.2 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3900g/pair

big mountain
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camox birdie

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap step-down
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

This unbeatable all-terrain toy is known for its 
forgiveness and playfulness. The combination 
of a very progressive flex and a long effective 
edge provides great manoeuvrability and grip 
at high speeds. With a freestyle-derived DNA, 
the progressive, softened flex makes it easy to 
progress, while the extended sidecut and long 
effective edge provide plenty of stability. Creativity 
for all on all types of terrain.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 97mm at the waist 
double rocker: great handling, control, pivot 
slightly straight sidecut (20m radius):
stability at high speed, balance between
firmness and maneuverability
classic medium camber: classic camber 
underfoot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and maneuverability 
progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

162.3
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3150g/pair

156.1
tip: 12.5 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.4 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3000g/pair

168.1
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.6 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3400g/pair

174.2
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.7 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3450g/pair
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vertis birdie

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

available in two versions: flat (ref: 101370)
or pre-mounted with Salomon E M10 gripwalk 
bindings (ref: 101394)

description :

With a lighter core and a softer flex than its 
universal avatar, the vertis birdie is the preferred 
choice for women skiers who want an accessible, 
high performance, on-piste machine. With its 
short radius (15 metres) and 85mm at the base,
it benefits from a very fast edge-to-edge transition 
that makes it a pleasure to ride. With three 
intermediate sizes (152, 159, 169), the vertis birdie 
is our women’s piste ski par excellence.

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 85mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
short radius (15m) and narrow waist (85mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from
edge to edge, short cut driving 
sporty and playful flex
front rocker & early-rise tail
mounting point: -8cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

159.3
tip: 12.2 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.5 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2950g/pair

152.6
tip: 12.0 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.4 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2650g/pair

169.6
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3200g/pair
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divus birdie

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass
added material: double titanal H-plate + 
aluminium tail insert

description :

Designed for ski areas with a penchant for 
smooth surfaces that call for trajectory, the divus 
birdie has the same technical characteristics as 
the orb, but with a narrower waist width (82 mm), 
a shorter radius (17 metres) and a slightly reduced 
rocker for a dynamic and smooth ride. The base 
of the ski is reinforced by a double titanal plate 
shaped in an H shape which concentrates the 
energy of the titanal and allows the ski to be 
energetic while being well placed on the ground. 
Hot in front, hot for the slopes !

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 82mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
short radius (17m) and narrow waist (82mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from edge to edge
energetic flex with very good grip along
its entire length: a high-performance
yet manoeuvrable ski
mounting point: -9 cm
drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm

162.3
tip: 12.0 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.5 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2950g/pair

157.2
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.3 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2950g/pair

167.2
tip: 12.2 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.7 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 3150g/pair
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Joyfulness. Growing.
And full of ingenuity.
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atris jr

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

The atris junior is a super mid-fat with a playful 
soul. The flex is constant and progressive 
and, thanks to its lightness, it is very easy to 
manoeuvre. The radius (18m) makes it easy to ride 
and the progressive flex makes it easy to learn. 
The ribbed lines give it a good grip and it’s a ski 
made for youthful creativity on all types of terrain. 

the nitty-gritty:

good floatation: 97mm at the waist 
double rocker: great handling, control, pivot
slightly straight sidecut (18 meter radius):
more stability at high speed, better balance 
between firmness and maneuverability
classic medium camber: classic camber 
underfoot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and handling
progressive flex: comfortable in curves
and efficient in all terrain
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm

162.3
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3150g/pair

156.1
tip: 12.5 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.4 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 2950g/pair

168.1
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.6 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3450g/pair
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camox birdie jr

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

Designed for 14-18 year olds, the camox junior 
birdie is very lively with a 16-17 metre radius and 
has enough width to be comfortable anywhere.
Its forgiving flex makes it very accessible and 
grippy. Its classic camber and double rocker offer 
pivot and ease of steering. A wild ski for wild kids.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90 mm at the waist 
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot 
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact
for a perfect balance between stability and handling
long sidecut and 17 meter radius: good 
cornering. The action is easy and fast.
The ski turns fairly short
tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L7mm on sizes 139, 
149 and 157 / diameter 3.5mm x L9mm
on size 164 

149.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.5 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2650g/pair

139.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.2 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2400g/pair

157.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.6 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2750g/pair

164.2
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2900g/pair
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camox jr

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

Designed for 14-18 year olds, the Camox Junior 
is very lively with a 16-17 metre radius and has 
enough width to be comfortable anywhere. Its 
forgiving flex makes it very accessible and grippy. 
Its classic camber and double rocker offer pivot 
and ease of steering. A wild ski for wild kids.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90 mm at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact
for a perfect balance between stability and handling
long sidecut and 17 meter radius: good 
cornering. The action is easy and fast.
The ski turns fairly short
tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L7mm on sizes 139, 
149 and 157 / diameter 3.5mm x L9mm
on sizes 164 & 171

149.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.5 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2650g/pair

139.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.2 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2400g/pair

157.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.6 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2750g/pair

171.1
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 2900g/pair

164.2
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2900g/pair
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junius

technical specifications:

construction: cap
core: foam

description :

Our junior ski for 7-13 year olds concentrates the 
blackcrows’ DNA, i.e. a very accessible machine 
that favours the pleasure of skiing. Double 
spatulated so that youngsters can enjoy all the 
subtleties of free skiing without hindrance, the 
junius is designed to perform well in all snow 
conditions. It is available in three sizes (130, 140 
and 150).

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation for kids:
80-85mm at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact for
a perfect balance between stability and handling
short radius: good handling in curves
and makes it easier to learn to carve
soft flex: comfortable and accessible
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L7mm on size 130 / 
diameter 3.5mm x L9mm on sizes 140 and 150

140.5
tip: 12.1 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.1 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2450g/pair

130.5
tip: 10.6 cm
waist : 8.0 cm
tail: 10.6 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2100g/pair

150.5
tip: 12.1 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.1cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 3000g/pair
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junius birdie

technical specifications:

construction: cap
core: foam

description :

Our junior ski for 7-13 year olds concentrates the 
blackcrows’ DNA, i.e. a very accessible machine 
that favours the pleasure of skiing. Double 
spatulated so that youngsters can enjoy all the 
subtleties of free skiing without hindrance,
the junius is designed to perform well in all snow 
conditions. It is available in three sizes
(130, 140 and 150).

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation for kids: 80-85mm
at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact for
a perfect balance between stability and handling
short radius: good handling in curves
and makes it easier to learn to carve
soft flex: comfortable and accessible
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L7mm on size 130 / 
diameter 3.5mm x L9mm on sizes 140 and 150

140.5
tip: 12.1 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.1 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2450g/pair

130.5
tip: 10.6 cm
waist : 8.0 cm
tail: 10.6 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2100g/pair

150.5
tip: 12.1 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.1cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 3000g/pair
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The aim of this collection is to address 
a wide audience and to help them 
discover the diverse but demanding 
blackcrows ski. It presents our 
greatest successes and makes 
them accessible to all.

Enriched each season, our rental offer 
is aimed at premium rental shops, our 
best representatives to a public that 
sometimes wants us without knowing 
us. Colourful skis, eager for new 
sensations, to take the skiers of the day 
to adventures and joys that will sound 
like unforgettable experiences.
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style code : 101388

camox birdie rt

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap step-down
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

This unbeatable all-terrain mid-fat is known for
its forgiveness and playfulness. Its progressive 
flex makes it a great ski for progression, 
reinforcing its playful DNA inherited from freestyle. 
Its long effective edge gives it good stability
and a big grip at high speed.  Creativity for
all on all types of terrain.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 97mm at the waist 
double rocker: great handling, control, pivot 
slightly straight sidecut (20m radius): stability 
at high speed, balance between firmness and 
maneuverability
classic medium camber: classic camber 
underfoot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and maneuverability 
progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
pre-mounted with E M10 GW White L100

163.1
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.6 cm
radius : 19 m
weight: 3100g/pair

157.1
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3000g/pair

169.2
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.7 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3400g/pair
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camox rt

description :

This unbeatable all-terrain toy is known for its 
forgiveness and playfulness. Its progressive flex 
makes it a great ski for progression, supporting 
its freestyle-derived playful DNA. Its long effective 
edge gives it good stability and a big grip at high 
speed. Creativity for all on every type of terrain.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 97mm at the waist 
double rocker: great handling, control, pivot 
slightly straight sidecut (20m radius): stability
at high speed, balance between firmness
and maneuverability
classic medium camber: classic camber 
underfoot with intermediate ski/snow contact, 
balance between stability and maneuverability 
progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
pre-mounted with E M12 GW Black F100

control
accessibility
versatility style code : 101380

175.4
tip: 13.0 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.8 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3550g/pair

181.1
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.9 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3800g/pair

169.2
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.7 cm
tail: 11.7 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3400g/pair

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap step-down
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass
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serpo rt

description :

The Serpo is a young and lively ski in the range
for curving on the piste and poking a bit off-piste. 
With 93mm at the base, it is a good carver,
it is there to really play with the terrain with its 
tolerant flex but it also has positive response 
thanks to its metal layer for grip and stability.
For all that, its performance does not erase
the ease and pleasure of the game.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 93mm at the waist 
progressive front rocker and light rear rocker: 
pivot control, manoeuvrability, floatation
classic camber: balance between stability
and handling 
radius: 20 meters for an attacking soul
flex: energetic with double titanal plate
underfoot for a better response
pre-mounted with E M12 GW Black F100
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style code : 101378

174.1
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3500g/pair

180.1
tip: 13.1 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3650g/pair

168.2
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 3450g/pair

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar/fiberglass
material: double titanal plate under the foot

186.3
tip: 13.2 cm
waist : 9.3 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 20 m
weight: 4000g/pair
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captis birdie rt

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

This is a brand new version of the popular 
blackcrows ski, accessible and more sensual than 
before. Its freestyle heritage and reasonable but 
consistent width make it an all-terrain ski that 
holds its edge well for carvers, and is easy to 
steer to suit all styles. This new version is more 
incisive but also more playful, with a ski that is 
grippier but still easy to handle, a pleasure to 
enjoy all winter in all conditions. 

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90mm at the waist 
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, 
pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact for
a perfect balance between stability and handling 
tight sidecut and 18 meter radius: good 
cornering. The action is easy and fast.
tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
pre-mounted with E M10 GW White L90

160.1
tip: 12.5 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 17 m

154.4
tip: 12.3 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 17 m

166.2
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3250g/pair

172.1
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 18 m

new 
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camox jr rt

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

Designed for 14-18 year olds, the Camox Junior 
is very lively with a 16-17 metre radius and has 
enough width to be comfortable anywhere. Its 
forgiving flex makes it very accessible and grippy. 
Its classic camber and double rocker offer pivot 
and ease of steering. A wild ski for wild kids.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90 mm at the waist
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, 
pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact for
a perfect balance between stability and handling
long sidecut and 17 meter radius:
good cornering. The action is easy and fast.
The ski turns fairly short
tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
mounting point: -6 cm
pre-mounted with E M10 GW Black L90
(except size 139 with L L6 GW black/white)

149.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.5 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2650g/pair

139.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.2 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2400g/pair

157.3
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.6 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2750g/pair

171.1
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 2900g/pair

164.2
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 10.8 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 2900g/pair
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style code : 101618

captis rt

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

This is a brand new version of the popular 
blackcrows ski, accessible and more sensual than 
before. Its freestyle heritage and reasonable width 
make it an all-terrain ski that holds its edge well 
for carvers, and is easy to steer to suit all styles. 
This new version is more incisive but also more 
playful,  a pleasure to enjoy all winter
in all conditions.

the nitty-gritty:

intermediate floatation: 90mm at the waist 
double rocker: great maneuverability, control, 
pivot
classic medium camber: classic camber under 
the foot with intermediate ski/snow contact for
a perfect balance between stability and handling 
Tight sidecut and 18 meter radius: good cornering. 
The action is easy and fast. The ski turns
fairly short.
tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
mounting point: -6 cm
drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
pre-mounted with E M12 GW Black F90

178.4 
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.4 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3500g/pair

184.3
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.5 cm
radius : 18 m
weight: 3850g/pair

172.1
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 9.0 cm
tail: 11.3 cm
radius : 18 m

new 
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description :

Dynamic and playful, the Vertis is a short radius 
ski (15 metres) designed for vitality. With its 85mm 
width underfoot, it benefits from very fast edge-
to-edge transition which accentuates the pleasure 
of carving. Both accessible and powerful thanks 
to its intermediate flex, the Vertis is the ultimate 
blackcrows piste ski.

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 85mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
short radius (15m) and narrow waist (85mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from
edge to edge, short cut driving 
sporty and playful flex
front rocker & early-rise tail
reinforced topsheet grip for more protection
stainless steel front tip protection
pre-mounted with E M12 GW Black F90
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style code : 101384

175.4 
tip: 12.8 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.1 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3350g/pair

180.8
tip: 12.9 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3450g/pair

170.3
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3250g/pair

vertis rt

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap 
ABS sidewalls all around
core: Poplar / fiberglass
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style code : 101394

vertis birdie rt

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass

description :

With a lighter core and a softer flex than its 
universal avatar, the vertis birdie is the preferred 
choice for women skiers who want an accessible, 
high performance, on-piste machine. With its 
short radius (15 metres) and 85mm at the base,
it benefits from a very fast edge-to-edge transition 
that makes it a pleasure to ride. With three 
intermediate sizes (152, 159, 169), the vertis birdie 
is our women’s piste ski par excellence.

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 85mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
short radius (15m) and narrow waist (85mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from
edge to edge, short cut driving 
sporty and playful flex
front rocker & early-rise tail
reinforced topsheet grip for more protection
stainless steel front tip protection
pre-mounted with E M10 GW White L90

159.3
tip: 12.2 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.5 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2950g/pair

152.6
tip: 12.0 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.4 cm
radius : 14 m
weight: 2650g/pair

169.6
tip: 12.7 cm
waist : 8.5 cm
tail: 10.9 cm
radius : 15 m
weight: 3200g/pair
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divus rt

description :

Designed for ski areas with a penchant for 
smooth surfaces that call for trajectory, the Divus 
has the same technical characteristics as the 
orb, but with a narrower width (82 mm), a shorter 
radius (17 metres) and a slightly reduced rocker for 
a dynamic and smooth ride. As with the orb, the 
base of the ski is reinforced by a H shaped double 
titanal plate which concentrates the energy of the 
titanal and allows the ski to be energetic while 
being well placed on the ground. Hot in front, hot!

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 82mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber under
the foot with extended ski/snow contact
for alpine style cornering 
short radius (17m) and narrow waist (82mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from edge to edge
energetic flex with very good grip along its 
entire length: high performance
but easy to handle ski
pre-mounted with E M12 GW Black F90
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style code : 101386

172.1 
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 3250g/pair

182.4 
tip: 12.6 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 11.2 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3500g/pair

177.3
tip: 12.4 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 11.0 cm
radius : 17 m
weight: 3400g/pair

167.2
tip: 12.2 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.7 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 3150g/pair

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass
added material: double titanal H-plate + 
aluminium tail insert
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style code : 101392

divus birdie rt

technical specifications:

construction: semi-cap
ABS sidewalls all around
core: poplar / fiberglass
added material: double titanal H-plate + 
aluminium tail insert

description :

Designed for ski areas with a penchant for 
smooth surfaces that call for trajectory, the divus 
birdie has the same technical characteristics as 
the orb, but with a narrower waist width (82 mm), 
a shorter radius (17 metres) and a slightly reduced 
rocker for a dynamic and smooth ride. The base 
of the ski is reinforced by a double titanal plate 
shaped in an H shape which concentrates the 
energy of the titanal and allows the ski to be 
energetic while being well placed on the ground. 
Hot in front, hot for the slopes!

the nitty-gritty:

small floatation: 82mm at the waist
light rocker: stability, small pivot,
good edge grip, floatation off
classic long camber: classic camber
under the foot with extended ski/snow
contact for alpine style cornering 
short radius (17m) and narrow waist (82mm): 
reactivity, speed of transition from edge to edge
energetic flex with very good grip along its 
entire length: high performance
but easy to handle ski
pre-mounted with E M10 GW White L90

162.3
tip: 12.0 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.5 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2950g/pair

157.2
tip: 11.8 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.3 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 2950g/pair

167.2
tip: 12.2 cm
waist : 8.2 cm
tail: 10.7 cm
radius : 16 m
weight: 3150g/pair
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stans

description:

The stans is a carbon pole for speed at your 
fingertips, with style, for skiers who like lightness 
and reactivity. Aggressive and efficient, it is built 
around a 13mm shaft with a specific handle.
Its angular morphology allows a very good grip; 
it is accompanied by a comfortable and easy to 
handle strap. On the print side, the stans has a 
very resistant compact basket and a steel tip. 
Available in three unique colours, everyone will be 
able to find the pair that matches their skis,
their outfit... Or better still, their spirit.

the nitty-gritty:

tube: 13mm diameter, carbon
blackcrows injected rubber grip 
strap: soft
piste basket: 60mm diameter 
tip: steel
size: 110-135
weight: 230g/pole @125cm

black/yellow

black/pink

black/green

style code : 101491
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description:

The black star. The meta stick is spatial, with a 
handle carved from rubber that can be shaped to 
the precision of the touch and a 90 mm basket 
that allows for adaptation to variations in terrain. 
To enhance the detail of this increasingly sensual 
stick, the handle is delicately decorated with 
chevrons. The meta can be used for everything, 
everywhere and is often very colourful.

the nitty-gritty:

tube: 18mm diameter, aluminium alloy 5083 
feature: ultra preciser rubber grip
adjustable strap
flexible basket 90mm diameter
tip: steel 
size: 110-135
weight: 230g/pole @115cm

greenblack/blue

pinkorange

yellowred

style code : 101492
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oxus

description:

Perfect balance. Built for long distance and 
endurance, the oxus pole is a faithful companion 
for long descents, ambitious hikes, or aggressive 
slope skiing. It will delight those who are looking 
for an iconic style of pole, very light and very 
durable. Its famous long grip, refined at the top, 
makes it easy to hold, and its harness-inspired 
strap is secured by a sturdy cap. New this season, 
the oxus is fitted with our new flexible basket that
adapts to changing terrain. Forget about it, it’s there.

the nitty-gritty:

tube: 18mm diameter/aluminium alloy 7075 
long grip: 28cm, EVA foam 
hand strap: mountain
top cap: reinforced anodised aluminium
flexible basket 90mm diameter
tip: tungsten carbide
size: 110-135
weight: 215g/pole@115cm

green

orange

pink

style code : 101724
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furtis

description:

The beast. With its minimalist look, the furtis
is a great mountain companion for skiers looking 
for a light and strong pole. Built on a generous 
22mm diameter, 100% composite, it is very durable
and ultra-light thanks to a discreetly elastic structure,
capable of absorbing impacts. The furtis also 
benefits from a long, slimmed-down top grip for 
easy handling and a harness-inspired hand strap 
attached to a sturdy cap.
New this season, the furtis is fitted with our new 
flexible basket which adapts perfectly to the 
variations of the terrain.

the nitty-gritty:

tube: 22mm diameter/composite
extra long grip: 38cm, EVA foam 
hand strap: mountain
top cap: reinforced anodized aluminium
flexible basket 90mm diameter
tip: tungsten carbide
size: 110-135
weight: 250g/pole@120cm

black/blue

style code : 101489
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duos freebird

description:

The duos freebird is a two-piece telescopic pole 
for skiers looking for a lightweight and reliable 
touring pole. With its Power Lock 3.0 height 
adjustment system, its new ergonomic wrist strap 
for greater comfort and efficiency, and its new 
flexible basket that adapts to changes in terrain, 
the duos freebird combines all the essential 
technical features to be efficient and mobile
in the mountains.

the nitty-gritty:

top tube: 7075 aluminium alloy, 18mm diameter 
bottom tube: composite, diameter 16mm
feature: Power lock 3.0 aluminium adjustment 
system
extra long grip: 38cm, EVA foam 
ergonomic hand strap
top cap: reinforced anodised aluminium
flexible basket 90mm diameter
tip: tungsten carbide
size: one size, adjustable from 110 to 140cm 
weight: 245g/pole

black/yellow

style code : 101722
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trios freebird

description:

The trios freebird is a versatile, robust and 
lightweight three-piece telescopic pole. 
Lightweight thanks to the 18mm carbon top tube, 
its Power Lock 3.0 clamping system ensures 
strength. In addition, the superior refinement
of its long grip handle allows for a better grip,
and its new ergonomic strap offers more comfort
and performance, with a new flexible basket
that adapts to the variations of the terrain.

the nitty-gritty:

top tube: 18mm carbon
middle tube: carbon, diameter 16mm
down tube: aluminium alloy 7075
features: Powerlock 3.0 adjustment systems
long grip: 28cm, EVA foam 
ergonomic hand strap
top cap: reinforced anodised aluminium
flexible basket 90mm diameter
tip: tungsten carbide
size: one size, adjustable from 115 to 140cm
weight: 260g/pole

black/blue

style code : 101723
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meta junius

description:

Warning: this is not a candy cane. The little 
brothers of the meta are intended for juniors. 
At 16mm in diameter, they are a little thinner 
than their older brothers and have a very strong 
compact disc. The meta junius is available in two 
colours, blue and pink, so no one will lose sight of it.

the nitty-gritty:

tube: 16mm diameter, aluminium alloy 5083 
grip: classic injected 
strap: soft
tip: steel
size: 80-105
weight: 180g/pole @95cm

blue

style code : 101493

pink
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duos junius

description:

Adjustable two-piece poles for the youngest.
The junius duos not only allow you to watch
your child grow with the pole, but also to keep
a solid pole for all-terrain skiing for several 
winters. Available in green or red, your choice !

the nitty-gritty:

tube: diameter 16/14mm, aluminium alloy 7075 
characteristic: twist lock system
grip: classic injected
strap: soft
tip: steel
size: adjustable from 80-105
weight: 190g/pole

green

style code : 101494

red
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beanies

code ref : 101594
code pack : 101596

description :

Beautiful heavy knit beanie, warm and sober,
it tempts you into the wide open spaces
- or, with a little imagination, onto the bus.

technical specifications:

chunky Ribbed knit beanie
composition: 47% merino, 30% viscose,
15% polyamide, 8% cashmere
chevron mountain graphic logo patch
on center front
double Folded Cuffed hem
able to be worn multiple ways
wear with hem rolled up to show Graphic 
Patch, or unfold for a slouchy fit
one size fits all
unisex
made in Italy

black 

grey

red

yellow

olive green

natural

mori 2.0
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beanies

description :

Like a mountain ridge in Latin, the crista is inspired 
by the ski hats of the 80’s. But with a contemporary 
knit and black crows colors of course. To wear 
everywhere.

technical specifications:

extra soft multi-color beanie
composition: 52% viscose,
26% elastane, 22% polyamide
knitted blackcrows chevron graphic design plush
Contrast Colored Pompom at top able to be 
worn multiple ways
wear straight or roll up the hem
for shorter / capped fit
one size fits all
unisex
made in Italy

grey 

pink

red

yellow

crista

code ref : 101498
code pack: 101501
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beanies

description :

Sorbus is not a sorbet but a robust tree in Latin. 
Very comfortable and warm hat with a wide 
front hem, chevron base. With its little pompom, 
the sorbus is the winter companion to wear 
everywhere and to be just as well dressed.

technical specifications:

chunky Ribbed knit beanie
composition: 47% merino, 30% viscose,
15% polyamide, 8% cashmere
double folded, extra tall cuffed hem
knitted Chevron graphic design
on cuffed hem
pompom
one size fits all
unisex
made in Italy

black

grey

sorbus

code ref : 101499
code pack: 101502
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beanies

description :

It’s a game of shapes. This beanie can be worn
two ways, rolled up or full-length. Say goodbye
to boring symmetrical styles.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% acrylic
chevron logo woven clip label,
placed asymmetrically on hem 
able to be worn multiple ways 
wear straight or roll up the hem
for shorter /skully cap fit 
one size fits all
unisex
made in Italy

calva 2.0

black 

light blue

orange

yellow

code ref : 101653
code pack: 101654
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beanies

description :

Gunning for next-level comfort, this technical fleece 
beanie provides all the warmth of a quick drying 
material and is so lightweight you’ll forget you have 
it on. Style is a given but in a laidback, soft and 
cozy way, even when faced with the most
hostile conditions.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% polyester
micro Polartec fleece
soft costructed beanie with
embroidered Chevron logo 
fast drying & water resistent
lightweight & breathable 
provides superior warmth 
highly durable 
small evenough to stash
anywhere
unisex
one size fits all

polarus

black 

morrocan blue

new 

code ref : 101757
code pack: 101761
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beanies

description :

End, limit of a surface. The ora beanie is worn
with the cuff for a more urban approach
and in an unrolled version as another option.
For all terrains and all genres.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% acrylic
embroidered Chevron logo stitched 
asymmetrically on hem
cuffed hem
able to be worn multiple ways
wear with hem rolled up to show
embroidered design,
or unfold for a slouchy fit
100% Acrylic
one size fits all
unisex
made in Italy

ora

black 

grey

navy

gold

red

light pink

morrocan blue

code ref : 101497
code pack: 101500
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caps

description :

The black crows 5-panel hat, a must-have 
intergalactic style with front chevrons and side 
typography. On the back you even have a motto
for the aftermath of the holidays. For boys and girls. 

technical specifications:

composition: 100% cotton Twill Canvas
5 Panel Hat Design
3D Raised Artwork on wearer’s front
& left Side Panel
embroidered eyelets on side panels
adjustable nylon woven strap
& clip at center back
printed motto on underside of bill
able to be worn multiple ways
one size fits all
unisex

quintus cotton

black 

olive green

code ref : 101657
code pack: 101659
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caps

description :

The black crows 5-panel hat, a must-have 
intergalactic style with front chevrons and side 
typography. On the back you even have a motto
for the aftermath of the holidays. For boys and girls. 

technical specifications:

composition: 70% wool, 30% cotton
5 panel hat design 
3D raised artwork on wearer’s front
& left side panel 
embroidered eyelets on side panels 
adjustable nylon woven strap
& clip at center back 
printed motto on underside of bill 
able to be worn multiple ways 
one size fits all
unisex

quintus wool

grey

code ref : 101658
code pack: 101660
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caps

description :

A cap made in the iconic 5-panel style originally 
worn by road cycle racers and later by basketball 
players in the 80’s. To be worn either with the peak 
up almost vertically or, more traditionally, dipped to 
protect a steely gaze that’s fixed on the goal,
on the summit to be attained.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% polyester
5 panel hat design 
3D raised reflective artwork on wearer’s
front embroidered eyelets on side panels 
adjustable nylon woven strap
& clip at center back 
printed motto on underside of bill 
able to be worn multiple ways 
one size fits all

quintus flash

slate blue

black

new 

code ref : 101756
code pack: 101760
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caps

description :

To complement our mesh trucker is a cap 
adorned with a stamp of style, and thick, 
uniform fabric for fans of well-protected 
heads. Like the mesh, the valley trucker 
can be turned around if the sun
is sneaking up behind you.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% cotton shell with 
100 % polyester mesh 
trucker silhouette 
multicolored embroidered patch 
artwork on center front
adjustable strap at back to adjust fit
printed motto on underside of bill 
able to be worn multiple ways 
one size fits all

valley trucker

black

morrocan blue

new 

code ref : 101758
code pack: 101759
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boonie hats

style code : 101740

description :

Our most protective hat for big days out when 
the sun is blazing and skin can fry, the large brim 
provides welcome shade and shelter. Inspired by 
the famous boony hats worn by military troops in 
the tropics, this is our way of revisiting this classic 
in a utilitarian yet cheery way.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% polyester
reflective artwork on wearer’s front 
hydromax 2.0 waterproof fabric
custom chevron printed neck cord 
UPF50 + wicking fabric
mesh lining
moisture wicking sweatband
adjustable and removable chin cord
unisex 
sizes: M - L

boonus

black

tan

new 
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masks

description :

Walking around with a mask on in 2022 has 
practically become the norm and even more so for 
skiers with something to hide or when confronted 
with the savagery of the elements. Do it in style: 
the Maska 2 is a versatile neck tube that’ll ward it 
all off.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% polyester
custom black crows patterned maska in 
updated design
lightweight, warm, & packable 
able to be worn multiple ways 
one size fits all
unisex

maska 2

black

olive green

white

new 

code ref : 101755
code pack: 101762
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masks

style code : 101581

description :

This is a Mars Attacks. The patterned, reusable 
protective mask. Two masks, two patterns.
A pattern to show and a black colour for
the evening. To protect yourself every day,
waiting for the end of this period.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% Lyocell
2 pack with 2 design variations inside 
3 ply construction with antibacterial, OKEO-TEX 
certified materials 
pleated design for maximum coverage 
elastic ear loops for adjustability  
guaranteed filtration for up to 20 washes 
100% Lyocell
made in Portugal 

maskus mask

black

black/white
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masks

style code : 101539

description :

Back to the future. Round-necked mask according 
to UNS1 standard.It’s like in a science fiction movie, 
but it’s for skiing, staying warm, protecting yourself 
from the elements, but above all the Maskus is 
the UNS1 standard certified round-necked mask 
against viral infections. To protect yourself, protect 
others and the whole family with a chevron mask.

technical specifications:

composition: 95% polyester, 5% elastane
equipped with top sport experienced 
technology, designed with two elastic cords 
passing behind the head and neck for security 
made with Gold-Reeect’line print, a dense, 
lightweight, & stretchable microfiber fabric
fabric allows freedom of movement and 
guarantees protection while being worn
guaranteed filtration for up to 50 washes 
meets AFNOR S76-001 Standard specifications 
made in Tunisia

maskus necktube

black/white
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masks

description :

This balaclava can be worn under a helmet,
a combo between ultra-light merino outer and 
extendable neck tube. Lycra trim around the face 
hugs your skin, providing optimal protection
against the elements. Ultra-breathable and 
versatile, designed for warm-blooded animals.

technical specifications:

composition: 83% acrylic,
11% Merino wool, 6% spandex
ultra-light multi-purpose hinged balaclava 
lycra binding trim detail around the face seals 
against the elements
combination fabric - dry release merino fabric 
upper with 4-way stretch fleece neck tube
moisture wicking & fast drying 
antimicrobial & odor controlling properties
flat lock seams & soft construction
reflective silver artwork 
lightweight & easily packable 
multi wear design 
perfect silhouette for usage in various weather 
conditions
unisex 
one size fits all

maskus balaclava

black

new 

code ref : 101741
code pack: 101763
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Our technical backpacks and ski 
bags, like all blackcrows products, 
are objects thought and designed 
for a practice often technical and 
sometimes very demanding.
Starting with the Dorsa and Sacus, 
we developed a whole family of packs 
for all flavors of ski styles. Those are 
objects of desire, for a total efficiency 
in all situations and with a subtle 
touch of style, because for us details 
are important.

This brand new range of technical bags 
shine from the inside and also from
the outside, with full chevron prints,
subtle and recognizable, for everyday
use or to go very far.
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tech bags

style code : 101742

description :

The dorsa 27-litre is an ultra-refined bag focused
on the functional demands of ski mountaineering. 
It has a strong identity that reaches into the finest 
of details, we’ve somehow managed to improve 
it again this year in a new version (more practical 
zips and dedicated pockets). All in black, swathed 
in Cordura fibre and equipped with an embroidered 
black crows crest, the dorsa sits like a blackbird 
perched on your back. Designed to accompany 
skiers anywhere from resort skiing to big alpine 
touring adventures. Developed in collaboration 
with Bruno Compagnet, the dorsa 27 meets the 
demands of ski mountaineers: robust, ergonomic, 
light. All you need and nothing you don’t.

technical specifications:

2 access to the main compartment: 
Roll top 
zip opening on the backpanel side. (no more 
snow sticked on backpanel) 
safety pocket on front side (shovel & probe) 
real goggle pocket on top/small pocket on back 
heat molded backpanel for a better finishing 
27L volume, slim profile to keep it closed to the back 
superstrong outer fabric in Cordura 500D 
2 ski carrying systems (diagonal/A frame) 
2 ice axe system 
metal hipbelt buckle, to avoid
any breakage in gondolas 
super contrasted lining 
chevron details 

dorsa 27new 

black

orange
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tech bags

style code : 101743

description :

The new version of the 37-litre dorsa takes the 
urban inspiration and the aesthetic from the dorsa 
27 and adds some volume, allowing you to get 
deep into the mountains for longer, with the bonus 
of a removable mesh holder for a helmet.
All in black, swathed in Cordura fibre and equipped 
with an embroidered black crows crest, the 
dorsa sits like a blackbird perched on your back. 
Designed to accompany skiers anywhere from 
resort skiing to big alpine touring adventures. 
Developed in collaboration with Bruno Compagnet, 
the dorsa 37 meets the demands of ski 
mountaineers: robust, ergonomic, light.
All you need and nothing you don’t.

technical specifications:

While dorsa 27 is made for single day activities,  
dorsa 37 made for multiple days/ or long & intense 
activity to carry all the gears & tools. 
With extra volume mainly on top, to keep slim profile.
superstrong outer fabric in Cordura 500D 
2 ski carrying systems (diagonal/A frame) 
2 ice axe system 
metal hipbelt buckle, to avoid
any breakage in gondolas 
super contrasted lining 
chevron details 
an extra carrying system for helmet 

dorsa 37new 

black
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tech bags

style code : 101744

description :

Designed to accommodate all skis no matter what 
their creed or colour, our sacus Sleeve is the most 
pared back bag you can get without sacrificing on 
functionality. Whether you are taking your favourite 
set up in the hold to Japan, onto a ferry in Alaska 
or in the train to the Queyras, the sacus can cater 
for any length of skis through the adjustable 
rolltop and rolls up on itself once you arrive to 
be easily stashed, even in the most cramped 
accommodation.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% polyester
ski bag for 1 pair of skis
adjustable with roll top, to fit ski length from 
155 to 195cm 
volume compression while carrying ski 
packable for better storage 
strong outer fabric in cordura 500D 
new black crows identity/ similar big black 
crows logo as on ski base 

sacus sleevenew 

black
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tech bags

style code : 101745

description :

The padded version of the sacus is designed to 
accommodate all skis no matter what their creed 
or colour without sacrificing on functionality. Its 
flanks, generously fleshed out with protective foam, 
protect the most precious skis in your collection, 
whether you are taking your favourite set up in the 
hold to Japan, onto a ferry in Alaska or in the train 
to the Queyras. Available in two versions according 
to the length of your skis and further adjustable 
through its rolltop system. It can roll up on itself 
once you arrive to be easily stashed, even in the 
most cramped accommodation.

technical specifications:

composition: 100% polyester
padded ski sleeve 1 pair: adjustable with roll top
volume compression while carrying ski 
packable for better storage 
strong outer fabric in cordura 500D 
new black crows identity/similar big black 
crows logo as on ski base extra protection 
2 sizes with Adjustable lengths:
155-175/175-195 

sacus paddednew 

black
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anima 
ref: 101361

anima
birdie
ref: 101366

orb 
ref: 101352

atris
ref: 101612

atris
birdie 
ref: 101613

corvus
ref: 101363

camox
birdie
ref: 101367

divus 
ref: 101353

camox
freebird 
ref: 101752

captis
birdie 
ref: 101614

corvus
freebird
ref: 101656

camox jr 
ref: 101374

solis 
ref: 101364

divus
birdie
ref: 101369

vertis 
ref flat: 101752
ref pre-mounted: 
101384

ova
freebird 
ref: 101616

junius
ref: 101372

navis
freebird 
ref: 101661

camox 
birdie jr 
ref: 101375

nocta 
ref: 101360

vertis
birdie
ref flat: 101370
ref pre-mounted: 
101394

mirus cor 
ref: 101355

ferox
freebird
ref: 101655

junius
birdie
ref: 101373

orb
freebird 
ref: 101662

mentis
freebird 
ref: 101371

justis
ref: 101356

camox 
ref: 101357

serpo 
ref: 101358

captis
ref: 101610

big mountain all-terrain

mountain touring resort

birdie junior

atris jr 
ref: 101376
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serpo rt
ref: 101378

vertis rt
ref: 101384

camox birdie rt
ref: 101388

divus birdie rt 
ref: 101392

vertis birdie rt 
ref: 101394

captis rt
ref: 101618

rentals

camox jr
ref: 101396

captis birdie rt
ref: 101620

camox rt
ref: 101380

divus rt
ref: 101386

birdie

junior
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furtis
ref: 101489-003

stans
ref: 101491-005

meta 
ref: 101492-011

meta  
ref: 101492-026

oxus
ref: 101724-018

meta junius
ref: 101493-020

duos freebird
ref: 101722-005

stans
ref: 101491-038

meta 
ref: 101492-018

meta 
ref: 101492-003

oxus
ref: 101724-020

duos junius 
ref: 101494-011

trios freebird
ref: 101723-003

stans
ref: 101491-081

meta 
ref: 101492-020

duos junius
ref: 101494-022

oxus 
ref: 101724-011

meta junius 
ref: 101493-006

meta 
ref: 101492-022

pilus ferox
freebird
ref: 101261

pilus corvus
freebird
ref: 101262

pilus navis
freebird
ref: 101263

pilus camox
freebird
ref: 101709

pilus orb
freebird
ref: 101265

pilus ova
freebird
ref: 101710

pilus mentis
freebird
ref: 101496

pilus solis
freebird
ref: 101268

pilus trim 
to fit 135mm
ref: 101270

pilus trim 
to fit 120mm
ref: 101271

big mountain and touring resort

all terrain junior

skins
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dorsa 27
ref: 101742-002

dorsa 27
ref: 101742-018

technical bags

dorsa 37
ref: 101743-002

sacus padded
ref: 101745-002

sacus sleeve
ref: 101744-002
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Innovation and the search for new 
technologies resonate in the chamonix 
valley, where our teams work 
connected with the world to bring 
the best to our products.

From our first steps on the snow to 
our futuristic desires, the ingredients 
that make up the blackcrows galaxy 
are enriched each winter with new 
weapons of technology. The elements of 
language evolve, but behind each ski are 
ingredients that we wish to evoke with 
the transparency of a UV varnish.  



cab-5-4 sas / blackcrows :

125 chemin des tissourds
74400 chemonix mont blanc 
France 

tel. +33 (0)4 50 90 21 93 
email. info@black-crows.com

www.black-crows.com


